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Chapter 40, Resolves of 1941

Resolve providing foe a Study by an Unpaid Special Commission
RELATIVE TO CHANGING THE METHOD OF ASSESSING DAMAGES IN

Actions for Death and raising the Minimum Amount recover-
le in Such Actions

That an unpaid special commission, to consist of five persons
to be appointed by the governor, is hereby established for the purpose
of making a study of the subject matter of current house document num-
bered twenty-three hundred and ninety-eight, relative to changing the

as for death and raising the minimethod of assessing damages in act!
mum amount recoverable in such <
provided with quarters in the state h
court the results of its study and its
with drafts of legislation necessary t
effect, by filing the same with the c

first Wednesday of December in the y

tions. The commission shall be
ise and shall report to the general
■ecommendations, if any, together
carry such recommendations into

■rk of the senate on or before the
ar nineteen hundred and forty-two.'6

Ip-proved, July 18, 19/+l.

Note. House Document No. 2398, referred to above, will be fount
Appendix A, annexed to this report.
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RESOLVE OF AUTHORIZATION.





REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMISSION TO STUDY
THE METHOD OF ASSESSING DAMAGES IN
ACTIONS FOR DEATH.

Chapter 40 of the Resolves of 1941 created this Com-
mission to make a study “relative to changing the method
of assessing damages in actions for death and raising the
minimum amount recoverable in such actions.” After
studying the Massachusetts death statute (chapter 229,
General Laws) and the decisions thereunder the Commis-
sion surveyed similar laws of all the other States. A resum6
of these laws appears as Appendix C to this report. The
Commission also corresponded with law professors and
others in an attempt to learn more about this particular
field of the law. After many executive meetings of the

irings were held. Notices of
) bar associations, cities and

Commission, two public h
these hearings were sent

all types of common carriers,
defendants’” lawyers, and all

towns, insurance companie.
so-called “plaintiffs’” and
others whom the Commission thought might be interested.
It was not until these steps had been taken that the Com-
mission made any final decision as to its recommendations
and the legislation which it herein proposes.

11. Recommendations

The principal recommendations of the Commission are:
Recommendation 1 . The law should be based upon the

principle of compensation for the pecuniary loss sustained
rather than upon the present principle of culpability of the
wrongdoer.

Cfre Commontoealtf) of s^assacliusetts

I. Introduction.
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Recommendation 2. The law should be shortened and
simplified.

Recommendation 3. The existing distinctions between
wrongdoers, differences in the bases of imposing liability
or preventing the imposition of liability, and the differences
in the maximum amounts of liability imposed on certain
types of wrongdoers should be substantially abolished.

Recommendation No. 1 has been embodied in the pro-
posed legislation, which is a part of this report (Appendix D),
by eliminating from sections 1, 2, 3, 5 and 9 of the present
chapter 229 the provision for assessing damages “with
reference to the degree of culpability of the” defendant, and
inserting in sections 1 and 2 of the proposed chapter 229 a
provision for assessing damages “solely with reference to
the pecuniary loss sustained by the parties entitled to
benefit” under the act, and by eliminating the provision
for a minimum recovery.

Recommendation No. 2 has been accomplished by
combining most of sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 and 10 into a new
section 2; covering sections 6 and 7 by a new section 4;
retaining section 5A as section 5 and section 11 as section 6.
Section 1 is substantially retained in the proposed new
section 1, and the only extension of the law so far as sub-
stance is concerned is found in the new section 3.

Recommendation No. 3 is accomplished by making sec-
tion 2 of the proposed law, which contains only one maxi-
mum, one basis of liability, and one set of beneficiaries,
apply to every one except governmental subdivisions and
employers insured under the Workmen’s Compensation
Act.

Other less important changes in the present law have
been incorporated in the proposed legislation, as will be
seen from the following analysis.

111. Analysis of Proposed Legislation

Section 1 . This section covers the liability of a city or
town for a defect in a way. The coverage of the section
and the maximum amount recoverable remain the same

the present statute (chapter 229, section 1). The
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principal change made is in line with recommendation
No. 1, changing the basis for awarding damages from
“assessed with reference to the degree of culpability of the
defendant” to “assessed solely with reference to the
pecuniary loss sustained.” This change involves elimina-
tion of the present penal nature of the statute and sub-
stitution therefor of a statute which is compensatory in
nature.. Other minor changes are made designed to inte-
grate the remedy given by this section with that provided
in section 2 of the proposed act covering actions for death
in general. It has seemed more appropriate to discuss
these changes in connection with section 2, and reference
is made to the discussion thereunder.

The Commission has grave doubts about the $l,OOO
maximum limit in the foregoing section and about denying
the defence of contributory negligence, but feels that the
question of any substantial revision of the liability of
counties, cities and towns, as well as of the Commonwealth,
should be the subject of a separate study and cannot properly
or adequately be dealt with in this report.

Section 2. This section places all persons upon a
common basis with respect to liability for causing death.
The result is that the present distinctions between railroads,
street railways, taxicabs, busses, air lines, steamship lines,
automobile operators, employers and the public in general
are abolished. Under the present law the liability of
taxicabs, busses, air lines and steamship lines is limited to
$5,000, whereas the liability of railroads, street railways,
automobile operators, employers and the public in general
is $lO,OOO. The Commission is unable to find adequate
justification for this distinction. Certainly from the stand-
point of the survivors it makes no difference so far as their
loss or damage is concerned whether the deceased was killed
by a truck, taxicab, train or punch press. From the stand-
point of the party causing the death the Commission fails
to see why thq Commonwealth should favor one group of
wrongdoers over another. In the case of cities and towns
where municipal finances and important governmental
functions might be imperiled by judgments which appear
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large when compared with av
for a distinction can be made,
by the Commission’s proposal

ailable funds, an argument
This distinction is retained
but the other distinctions

are rejected and practically no arguments were made to
the Commission for their retention.

This section also restores to common carriers of passengers
for hire their defence of contributory negligence in actions
arising out of the death of a passenger. It is felt that the
change may be more apparent than real in view of the fact
that the degree of care owed a passenger is much greater
than that owed the general public. However, the justifica-
tion for denying this defence seems to the Commission
to be inadequate. There appears to be no reason why a
person must exercise due care when crossing a street to
board a trolley or a train, and then throw caution to the
winds merely because he has become a “passenger.”

The present double-talk
ment” and “recovered in ar
section 3 of chapter 229 is con

bout “recovered by indict-
action of tort” contained in
igned to a long overdue'burial

by not being carried forward into the proposed bill. Re-
covery by indictment and fine has long since lost its vitality
and now is seldom, if ever, used. Even if the culpability
basis of awarding so-called damages is retained, this
anomaly should be removed, but it obviously can have no

meaning or use in a compensatory death statute
In the opinion of the Commission the most important

change made by the proposed legislation is that accom-
plished by eliminating the words “assessed with reference
to the degree of culpability of the defendant,” and providing
instead that damages should be “assessed solely with
reference to the pecuniary loss sustained,” and the elimina-
tion of the $l,OOO minimum which exists under the present
law. As already indicated this change involves elimination
of the present penal nature of the statute and substitution
therefor of a statute which is compensatory in nature. The
Commission found that only one other State, namely
Alabama, continues to adhere strictly to the principle
of the present Massachusetts culpability theory. All other
States have embraced the principle of Lord Campbell’s act,
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and base the amount awarded for wrongful death primarily
on the loss sustained by the parties entitled to recover.
(See tabulation, Appendix B.)

All that any death statute can properly do is to require
the payment of money by a person wrongfully causing the
death of another to the survivors of the one whose life is
taken. The theory of the present Massachusetts death
statute is that the amount so to be paid is in the nature of a
fine and should be based upon the degree of the crime com-
mitted, and that the pecuniary loss suffered by the sur-
vivors is of no consequence. The following considerations,
among others, have led the Commission to the conclusion
that this theory is unsound. (1) Under the present statute
the same amount is recoverable for the death of an infant
or aged person who was a financial burden to the family
as for the death of a person in middle life of substantial
earning capacity on whom several persons were financially
dependent. This result seems unfair to the Commission
and has been rejected in nearly every other State in the
Union. (2) Similarly, under our present law, a distant
relative of the person killed, for example, a second
cousin, might recover the maximum amount of $lO,OOO
from a drunken driver; whereas in another case a widow
with small children might recover only the minimum amount
of $l,OOO if the degree of culpability (negligence) wr as slight.
(3) Several States have refused to permit recovery in their
courts in an action based upon the Massachusetts act,
on the ground that it is against public policy to enforce a
punitive statute of another State. The result is that one
wilfully or negligently causing the death of another in
Massachusetts can escape all civil liability for the death
by removing, for example, to Rhode Island (46 Harvard
Law Review, 206). This situation would not exist under
the proposed act. (4) The Commission feels that a civil
action to recover damages is not a proper method of en-
forcing penal statutes. Existing statutes make it a crime
to cause the death of another (e.g., manslaughter, murder)
and prescribe penalties for such crimes. If these statutes
are inadequate, they should be expanded, but the civil
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action for the damages caused should not be the vehicle
for enforcing criminal penalties. The vice of our present
law in this respect is that since the statute is penal in nature
the penalty must vary according to the degree of the crime
(degree of culpability), and cannot recognize variations
in the damages caused. (5) If it be argued that a punitive
statute acts as an effective deterrent, it may be replied,
first, that its actual effectiveness is extremely doubtful
second, that such force as it may once have had in this
respect is now largely vitiated by the prevalence of liability
insurance coverage; and third, that the proposed change
will not in practice reduce the amount of liability sub-
stantially, if at all, and the deterrent effect, if any, would
continue to exist with equal force.

The elimination of the $l,OOO minimum recovery is made
cessarv by practical as well as logical consideratior

since it has been held to be the determining factor in the
question as to whether such a statute is punitive or com-
pensatory in nature. No comparable minimum provision
has been found in the statute of any other State. (See

34 Harvard Law Review, 206.) For the foregoing reason
we recommend the changes noted. The proposed legisla-
tion requires that there be a showing of pecuniary loss
as a condition precedent to recovery. The amount of this
loss would then be determined in the usual wav for th

rtainment of damages and such amount awarded within
the maximum limit prescribed.

The Commission considered the advisability of mer
tioning the specific elements to be included in determining
the pecuniary loss, but decided that it would be preferable
to leave this to the jury under proper instructions from
the court, as is the practice in most other States. Some
of such elements might be the earning capacity of the
deceased, his life expectancy, the estimated -future personal
expenses of the deceased, loss of services, and expecte
support, etc. It was felt that if these elements of damage

were not frozen by the statute they would be more easily
adapted to particular cases and changing conditions.

Another change in language is to specify that whe
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wife and dependent children survive, one half will go to
the wife and one half to the dependent children, instead of
using the phrase “in equal moieties” now in the law. The
only substantive change intended by such language is to
require that children in order to participate must be
“dependent” children. The addition of the word “depend-
ent” is to eliminate the participation of grown children
who are in no way dependent upon the deceased parent,
and thus prevent the reduction of the amount going to
the surviving spouse. This result would probably obtain
in most cases under the present law by a voluntary payment
over by the non-dependent children to the surviving parent,
but it seems advisable to guard against the unusual child
who might put selfish interest above filial devotion.

The proposal also specifically states that any recovery
shall be “free of any debts or liabilities of the deceased.”
This would seem logical in view of the fact that this is a
cause of action given to third parties who are not parties to
any debts of the deceased. The only charges recpgnized
against such recovery would be the reasonable costs and
expenses of suit. Serious consideration was given to a
provision permitting creditors of the deceased to benefit
by such a suit, but it was felt that the assets of the estate
of the deceased were all that creditors might properly claim.
It would seem that creditors cannot reasonably complain
about being required to continue to consider loss sustained
by the untimely death of a debtor as a business risk, readily
foreseeable when credit is extended, and a hazard which is
voluntarily undertaken and can be guarded against. This
is the usual requirement in other States and has always
been the rule in Massachusetts. Permitting creditors to
attach such funds might mean that the entire interest of the
widow and children would be wiped out, and the only
beneficiary of the statute would be a creditor.

Another change made in this section concerns the period
within which suit must be brought. Formerly the action
had to be commenced within two years after the injuries
were sustained, except in motor vehicle cases and suits
against counties, cities and towns where the limit is expressed
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to be one year. It is felt that logically the period should
commence from the date of death when the cause of action
accrues. (Hutchinson v. Shaw Co., 277 Mass., 115) rather
than from the date the injuries are received. It is also
believed that for the sake of consistency and uniformity,
and in order to discourage delay in bringing actions for
death, the period of limitation should be confined to one
year from death in all cases.

It- will be noted that in the proposed legislation the
limitation appears in chapter 260 with the other statutes of
limitation, where, it is submitted, it logically belongs, and
that it also partakes of the benefits of the various saving
clauses in section 10 of that chapter.

This section also applies to the liability of an employer
for causing the death of an employee unless the employer
is under the Workmen’s Compensation Act (chapter 152,
General Laws). The last sentence of this section is designed
to retain the present law with respect to the liability of an
employer to his employees, except for the changes already
noted and the substitution of proof, of pecuniary loss instead
of dependency. The notice required by the present section
10 apparently is required by section 6 of chapter 153 without
the necessity of any specific provision here.

Section 3. This section gives a new cause of action for
funeral and burial expenses, and provides that the amount
recovered shall be distributed to those incurring such
expenses, even though such persons are not entitled to
recover under section 2. This enlargement of plaintiff’s
rights should, in a large measure, replace the rights lost
by the elimination of the minimum recovery. Normally
these expenses are paid or liability is incurred by the sur-
viving spouse or executor or administrator, but frequently
a relative, employer or friend gratuitously undertakes the
obligation with no recourse against the funds recovered.

It will be noted that the extension of rights brought
about by this section is consistent with and is the logical
counterpart of the recent amendment of chapter 228,
section 1, which added to the right of recovery for conscious
suffering the right to recover for consequential damages
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consisting of medical and hospital expenses (Acts of 1934,
chapter 300).

Section 4- This section, which replaces sections 6 and
7 of the present act, is designed merely to prevent multi-
plicity of suits and to permit joinder of all causes of action
arising out of a particular injury which causes death. This
section neither increases nor diminishes any substantive
rights. For example, the administrator or executor of an
employee whose death had been caused by his employer
could in one suit in separate counts recover for damages
prior to death, including conscious pain and suffering and
consequential damages under chapters 153, 228 and 230,
and the damages for death under sections 2 and 3 of the
proposed chapter 229.

The Commission gave consideration to a suggestion that
the right to recover for death and the right to recover for
conscious suffering and consequential damages be com-
bined in one cause of action under this chapter. It was
argued that since the action for conscious suffering and
damage belonged to the deceased, any recovery on this
account for others is in the nature of an additional provision
for the benefit of those suffering a pecuniary loss, and should
logically be recovered in the same action. However, since
this would involve bringing the right of recovery for con-
scious suffering and consequential damage within the 810,000
maximum limit, the Commission felt that this recommenda-
tion might be favorably entertained only if the maximum
amount recoverable for death were increased above the
present limit.

Section 5. This section merely re-enacts present section
5A of chapter 229.

Section 6. This section re-enacts present section 11
with but one change, namely, the time from which interest
is to be computed. There appears to be no logical reason
why the ordinary rule in tort cases of interest running from
the date of the verdict rather than the date of the writ
should not apply to the causing of death, which is by the
statute made a tort.
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IV. Conclusion.
In concluding this report the Commission would like to

point again to the principal recommendations which it has
made, and urge their serious consideration and adoption.
The Commission is less interested in the particular language
of any legislation than in the adoption of its recommenda-
tions, feeling that their adoption would be a long step for-
ward in modernizing and improving the death statute of
the Commonwealth.

Respectfully submitted,

CHARLES M. GOLDMAN.
WILLIAM B. SLEIGH, Jr
LESLIE P. HEMRY.
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Vppendix A

HOUSE No. 2398

House of Representatives, May 5, 1941

The committee on the Judiciary, to whom were referred the
petition (accompanied by bill, Senate, No. 403) of Joseph F
O’Connell, Jr., for legislation relative to actions for death anc
injuries resulting in death, and the petition (accompanied by bill
Senate, No. 543) of Joseph F. O’Connell, Jr., for legislation rela-
tive to bringing actions in the courts in connection with death bj
negligence or otherwise, report the accompanying bill (House
No. 2398).

For the committee

DANIEL L. O’DONNEI

HOUSE DOCUMENT OF 1941

QIIj? CCommomufaltlj of Ulaasarliuartta

Representative Innes of Boston dissentin
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-One.

An Act changing the Method of Assessing Damages in
Actions for Death and raising the Minimum Amount
RECOVERABLE IN SUCH ACTIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in Gen-
eral Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

Section 1. Section one of chapter two hundred and twenty-
nine of the General Laws, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edi-
tion, is hereby amended by striking out, in the sixth and seventh
lines, the words “assessed with reference to the degree of culpa-
bility of the defendant and”, —so as to read as follows;
Section 1. If the life of a person is lost by reason of a defect
or a want of repair of or a want of a sufficient railing in or upon
a way, causeway or bridge, the county, city, town or person by
law obliged to repair the same shall, if it or he had previous
reasonable notice of the defect or want of repair or want of rail-
ing, be liable in damages not exceeding one thousand dollars, to
be recovered in an action of tort commenced within one year
after the injury causing the death by the executor or adminis-
trator of the deceased person, to the use of the surviving wife or
husband and children of the deceased in equal moities, or, if there
are no children, to the use of the surviving wife or husband, or, if
there is no surviving wife or husband, to the use of the next of kin.

Section 2. Section two of said chapter two hundred and
twenty-nine, as so appearing, is hereby amended by striking out,
in the sixth line, the words “five hundred” and inserting in place
thereof the words: one thousand, and by striking out, in
the sixth, seventh and eighth lines, the words “assessed with ref-
erence to the degree of culpability of the defendant or of his or its
servants or agents, and”, so as to read as follows: Section 2.
If the proprietor of a common carrier of passengers, except a
railroad corporation or street railway or electric railroad com-
pany, by reason of his or its negligence, or by reason of the unfit-
ness or gross negligence or carelessness of his or its servants or
agents, causes the death of a passenger, he or it shall be liable
in damages in the sum of not less than one thousand nor more

®l]p (Hmntmmuti’alllj of fHaßsarhußftta
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than five thousand dollars, to be recovered and distributed as
provided in section one, and to the use of the persons and in the
proportions, therein specified.

Section 3. Said chapter two hundred and twenty-nine is
hereby further amended by striking out section three, as so ap-
pearing, and inserting in place thereof the following:

Section 3. If a corporation operating a railroad, street railway
or electric railroad, by reason of its negligence, or of the unfit-
ness or negligence, of its agents or servants while engaged in its
business, causes the death of a passenger, or of a person in the
exercise of due care who is not a passenger or in the employment
of such corporation, it shall be punished by a fine of not less than
one thousand nor more than ten thousand dollars, to be recov-
ered by an indictment prosecuted within one year after the time
of the injury which caused the death, which shall be paid to the
executor or administrator, and distributed as provided in section
one; but a corporation which operates a railroad shall not be so
liable for the death of a person while walking or being upon its
railroad contrary to law or to the reasonable rules and regulations
of the corporation, and one which operates an electric railroad
shall not be so liable for the death of a person while so walking
or being on that part of its railroad not within the limits of a
highway. Such corporation shall also be liable in damages in the
sum of not less than one thousand nor more than ten thousand
dollars, to be recovered in an action of tort, begun within one
year after the injury which caused the death, by the executor or
administrator of the deceased, and distributed as provided in
section one. If an employee of a railroad corporation, being in
the exercise of due care, is killed under such circumstances as
would have entitled him to maintain an action for damages
against such corporation if death had not resulted, the corpora-
tion shall be liable in the same manner and to the same extent as
it would have been if the deceased had not been an employee.
But no executor or administrator shall, for the same cause, avail
himself of more than one of the remedies given by this section.

Section 4. Section five of said chapter two hundred and
twenty-nine, as most recently amended by section three of chap-
ter four hundred and six of the acts of nineteen hundred and
thirty-seven, is hereby further amended by striking out, in the
eighth line, the words “five hundred” and inserting in place
thereof the words: one thousand, and by striking out, in the
ninth and tenth lines, the words “to be assessed with reference
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to the degree of his culpability or of that of his agents or serv-
ants,”, —soas to read as follows: Section 5. Except as pro-
vided in sections one, two and three, a person who by his negli-
gence or by his wilful, wanton or reckless act, or by the negligence
or wilful, wanton or reckless act of his agents or servants while
engaged in his business, causes the death of a person in the ex-
ercise of due care, who is not in his employment or service, shall
be liable in damages in the sum of not less than one thousand nor
more than ten thousand dollars, to be recovered in an action of
tort, commenced, except as provided by sections four and ten of
chapter two hundred and sixty, within two years after the injury
which caused the death by the executor or administrator of the
deceased, to be distributed as provided in section one.

Section 5. Section nine of said chapter two hundred and
twenty-nine, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition, is hereby
amended by striking out the first paragraph and by striking out,
in the sixth line, the words “five hundred” and inserting in place
thereof the words: one thousand, so as to read as follows:
Section 9. The amount of damages which may be awarded in an
action brought under section four shall not be less than one thou-
sand nor more than ten thousand dollars.

The amount of damages which may be awarded for injury and
death in an action brought under section seven shall be appor-
tioned by the jury between the legal representatives of the em-
ployee and the persons who would have been entitled under sec-
tion four to bring an action for his death.

Section 6. Said chapter two hundred and twenty-nine is
hereby further amended by inserting after section ten, as so ap-
pearing, the following new section:

Section 10A. In the assessment of damages for death in any
action brought under any provision of sections one to five A, in-
clusive, or referred to in section seven, the probable duration of
the life of the deceased but for the injury causing his death, his
capacity to earn money, the loss to persons for whose benefit any
such action is brought from the termination of that capacity, the
reasonable expense occasioned to the estate of the deceased by
the injury, and the reasonable expenses for the funeral and burial
of the deceased may be taken into consideration as elements of
damage.

Section 7. This act shall take effect on January first, nine-
teen hundred and forty-two and shall apply only in the case of
deaths that occur on or after that date.
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The Commission is indebted to the Editorial Staff of the Boston
University Law Review for assistance in compiling the informa-
tion in this Appendix.

Alabama

Statute. Code 1928, § 5696. The personal representative may bring
the action, provided the decedent could have brought an action for the
wrongful act, omission or negligence. Such damages are recoverable, as
a jury may assess in a court of competent jurisdiction.

Damages are punitive. Nature and amount of damages: “The purpose
of the punitive damages is the preservation of human life, regardless of
the pecuniary value of a particular life to next of kin, and the admeasure-
ment of the recovery must be by reference alone to the quality of the
wrongful act, the degree of culpability, etc.” Code of Alabama (1940)
Title 7, § 123, p. 109. Two-year period.

236 Ala. 191; 181 So. 695, 670. “The purpose of our homicide stat-
ute, as often declared, was not to compensate any one, but to mete civil
punishment to the wrongdoer and thereby prevent homicides, and the
recoverable damages are punitive only. ... As stated by the trial judge,
the amount of damages must depend upon the degree of culpability of
the respective parties.”

Arizona

Code Annotated 1939, chap. 31, sect. 101-103. “Jury shall give such
damages as they deem fair and just, and amount so recovered shall not
be subject to any debts or liabilitiesof the deceased.”

22 Ariz. 163, 178. Damages based on expectancy of life of deceased,
according to mortality tables, earning capacity (past wages, etc.), thrift-
ness, and consequent amount of probable accumulations during expec-
tancy of such life.

Arkansa.

Statute. Pope’s Digest (1937), § 1278. “The jury may give such dam-
ages as they shall deem a fair and just compensation, with reference to
the pecuniary injuries resulting from such death, to the wife and next
of kin of such deceased person.” Two-year period.

180 Ark. 567, 575, 576. “.
. . And in addition to the pecuniary loss

sustained by the widow and child, the child is entitled to a reasonable
sum for the loss of parental love, care and training. ...”

Appendix C.

RESUME OF STATUTES AND DECISIONS IN OTHER
STATES
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Califomit
Civil Proc. and Probate Codes (1941), § 377. “.

.. In every action
under this and the preceding section, such damages may be given as
under all the circumstances of the case may be just.”

116 Cal. 156, 163. “. . . give a verdict which would pecuniarily com-
pensate the heirs. .

.
.”

Colorado.

Colorado Statutes Annotated (1935), c. 97, § 96. “. . . and in every
such case the jury may give such damages as they deem fair and just,
not exceeding the sum of 110,000, with reference to the necessary injury
resulting from such death, to the party or parties who may be entitled
to sue hereunder.”

Colo. SIS (1900). The measure of damages is compensatory.

Unit.(

General Statutes, cc. 319, 321, 266. § 5987 amended 1939 now § 1430e,
1939 Supplement. The action lies for death resulting from injury or in-
stantaneously against the party legally at fault. The damages are “just”
damages, not to exceed $15,000.

Delawar

Revised Code of Delaware, c. 127, § 4638. “Whenever death shall be1

occasioned by unlawful violence or negligence, and no suit be brought
by the party injured to recover damages during his or her life, the widow
or widower of any such deceased person, or, if there be no widow or
widower, the personal representatives, may maintain an action for and
recover damages for the death and loss thus occasioned,

39 Del. 1 (1937). “If you find for the plaintiff, your verdict should
be for such sum of money as may reasonably compensate her for any and
all damages which she has sustained or may hereafter sustain by reason
of the death of her husband

District of Columbic
District of Columbia Code, 1940 edit., c. 12, § 1201. “. . . damages

shall be assessed with reference - to such act, neglect, or default causing
such death. .

.
.” $lO,OOO limit.

35 App. D. C. SIS. This section “in effect, provides that the measure
of damages shall be the injury resulting to the widow and next of
kin. . . .”

Florida

(Unlimited.) Compiled General Lmvs of Fla. {1927), §§ 7(

67 Fla. 101 (1914). “By the terms of the statute ... A husband,
wife, a minor child and a dependent person each occupies his or her
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particular intimate personal relation of dependence during the life ex-
pectancy, and by the wrongful death, such husband or wife, minor child
or dependent person sustains loss or damage that is not wholly mone-
tary, but such as is peculiar to the relation that existed, and is concur-
rent with the life expectancy.”

Georgia

Code 1933, ch. 106, §§ 1301, 1302, 1308, 1309. Homicide Act. “Homi-
cide” includes all cases where death of human being results from crime
or from criminal or other negligence full value of life of the deceased
as shown by the evidence is the measure of damages.

The amount of recovery shall be determined by the extent of the de-
pendency or the pecuniary loss sustained by next of kin.

176 Ga. 1 {1932). Court said that the statute was intended to give
as damages full value of life of deceased. . . . Recovery here under
these statutes was both by way of compensation and of penalty.

Idaho.

Idaho Code {1932), § 5 —311. Such damages as under the circumstances
appear just.

15 Idaho, 513. Pecuniary amount measured by the direct evidence.
Jury are at liberty to take into consideration the intrinsic probabilities
that damages have been sustained by and on account of the loss of
bodily care or intellectual culture or moral training which the parent
of the deceased had previously supplied or bestowed.

Illinois.

Illinois Rev. Slat. 191)1. Just damages with reference to the pecuniary
damage suffered ,by the wife or next of Tin —■ not exceeding $lO,OOO.

310 111. 38, j)8. Suit is brought by personal representatives and re-
covery distributed according to intestacy.

Indiana.
Burn’s Indiana Stat. Ann. 1933, § 2— J)oj). Allows the recovery of

damages, but not to exceed $lO,OOO.
164 InA. S3 — 1904. The measure of damages is compensation for

the pecuniary loss sustained by the parties entitled to the benefit of the
action.

lowa.
lowa Code 1939, c. 507 — 11920. Damages shall be recovered when a

wrongful act produces death.
207 loiva, 367 {1929). Measure of damages for death is the reason-

able present value of life of deceased to his estate.
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Kansas

Kansas Gen. St. Ann. {1935), § 60 3303. Usual statute with $lO,OOO
limit.

65 Kan. 666 {1902). “Whatever made the life of the deceased of
pecuniary value to his surviving children. . .

.”

entucky

Kentucky Statutes, 1936, ch. 1, §6. Damages for death caused by neg-
ligence or wrongful act. If act is willful or negligent, punitive damages
may be recovered

Ky. 427, {1930). Measure of damages is such sum as will
reasonably compensate the estate of decedent for the destruction of his
power to earn money. 267 Ky. 113 (1937).

Louisianc

Louisiana Civil Code (Dart) 1932, art. 2316. Has a provision allowing
specified survivors to recover for personal injuries, and also a provision
allowing these same survivors to bring an action for damages sustained
by them by the death

132 La. 260 {1931). “.
. . This language gives a right of action to

recover damages which they sustained, such as loss of companionship
and affection, a right of action for loss of support by defendant. . .

.”

Damages sustained by different survivors vary according to circum-
stances of relationship.

Mnine

Maine Rev. Stat. 1930, c. 101, §§ 8, 9,10 A 1939, c. 262. For death
caused by w'rongful act, neglect or default.

Jury may give such damages as they deem a fair and just compensa-
tion not exceeding $lO,OOO, with reference to the pecuniary injuries re-
sulting from such death to persons for whose benefit such actionis brought.

Maryland.

inn. Code of Maryland {Flack) 1939, art. 67, §§ 1-3. Usual provision
with additional provision that the jury is to give damages they think
proportional to the injury resulting to the parties, respectively, for whom
and whose benefit the action is brought

109 Md. 186, 205 {1909). .
.

the measure of damages is the
pecuniary loss sustained by the equitable plaintiff by reason of the
death

Massachusetts

General Lavis {Ter. Ed, '9. Punitive. Various limits
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Michigan.

3 Comp. Laws 1929, § 14061,2. Typical statute. No limits.
128 Mich. 149 {1901). The measure of damages would be the present

worth of the sum the deceased would probably have given his family
during his expectation of life.

Minnesota

Mason’s Minn. St. 1927, c. 84, § 9657. Ordinary statute. 57,500 limit.
147 Minn. 44, 4? {1920). “The damages awarded must be solely by

way of compensation for pecuniary loss. Punitive damages are not
allowed. ...”

Mississippi.

Miss. Code Ann. {1930). Just damages taking into consideration all
damages of every kind to the decedent and all damages of every kind
to any and all parties interested in the suit.

160 Miss. 173, 182 {1931). “.
. . the parties interested can recover

the present value of any pecuniary advantage. . .

Missouri.

Rev. St. {1939), § 3654■ $lO,OOO limit. Damages such as the jury
may deem fair and just, with reference to the necessary injury resulting
from such death, to the surviving parties who may be entitled to sue.

323 Mo. 892, 898 {1929). ‘h . . such sum, not exceeding ten thou-
and dollars, as will fairly and justly compensate for all, if any, pecu-

niary loss

Montana.

Rev. Code {1935) Ann., § 9076. Such damages as under all the cir-
cumstances may be just.

38 Mont. 621 {1909). The pecuniary loss of the widow on account of
being deprived of the comfort, protection, society and companionship
of her husband.

Nebraska.

Nebraska Compiled Statutes {1929). Person liable shall be liable for
damages.

108 Neb. 168 {1922). The pecuniary loss suffered.

Nevada.

Nevada Compiled Laws {1929), §§ 8553, 8554, 9194, 9195. “Just”
damages is the measure, but jury is expressly empowered to award
exemplary damages, as well as pecuniary, “as they deem fair and just.”

29 Nev. 562 {1907). Measure of damages is monetary loss to survivors.
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New Hampshire.

Pub. Laws 1926, c. 302. Damages recoverable shall not exceed $7,000,
except where plaintiff’s decedent has left either widow, widower or minor

children or a dependent father or mother, when damages recoverable
shall not exceed $lO,OOO. 12 Atl. (2d) 514.

New Jersey.

Revised Statutes, 1937, 2:47, 1,2,3, 4, 5. No limit on amount Jury

may give such damages as they shall deem fair and just with reference
to pecuniary injuries resulting from such death. 121 N. J. L. 556 (1938).

New Mexico.

Statutes 1929 (annotated ) 36:101, 102, 103, 10J,1. One section (101)
makes railroad or stage coach (corporation) liable for $5,000. Jury may

give such compensatory and exemplary damages as they deem fair and

201 Fed. 193 {1912). Exemplary damages can only be recovered for
willful death.

New York.

Cahill’s Consold. Laws Annotated. Decedent Estate Law, sects. 130-132.

North Carolina.

Code of 1935 (Annotated), §§ 160, 161. Usual form of statute. Dam-
ages recoverable “fair and just” compensation for the pecuniary injury
resulting from such death. 201 N. C. 773 (1931).

North Dakota.

Compiled Laws, 1913, sects. 8322, 8323. Jury shall give such damages

s they think proportionate to the injury resulting from the death.
3A N D 440 (1916): 56 N. D. 606 (1927). North Dakota Act is

almost identical with Lord Campbell’s Act

Ohi

Throckmorton's Ohio Code (Annotated). Baldwin , 1936.

Revision Probate Code 10509 167. Jury shall give such damages as

they think proportionate to the injury resulting from the death
Measure of damages is the pecuniary loss to survivor. 33 Ohio App,

539 (1927
Oklaho

General Laws, 1931, §§ 568, 570, 571. Pecuniary loss.
38 ()lda. 581 (1913). Measure of damages determined by a oonsidera

tion of probable earnings of deceased, age, experience, habits, health.
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Oregor

Compiled Laws Annotated 1, 8-— 903, 904 — 1940. Typical form but
sets $lO,OOO limit.

The measure of damages for wrongful death is the pecuniary loss
suffered by his estate. 21 Ore. 450, 456 (1892).

Pennsylvania.

Purdon’s Penna. Statutes Annotated, 1931: Title 14, §§ 1601, 1
4. 1937, c. 48), 1603, 1604
51 Pa. 315 {1866). Measure of damages is what deceased would prob-

ably have earned.
273 Pa. 363 {1923). The measure of damages is only what deceased

would have contributed to his family.

Rhode Island.

General Laws of 1938, c. 477. Pecuniary damages for loss to the estate.

South Carolina.

{Code 1932, § 8999) Code Civil Procedure 1932, sects. 411-414■ Typical
statute except it provides for exemplary damages if death were due to
recklessness, willfulness or malice.

74 S. C. 306 {1905). Loss of companionship and anguish element of
damages. Pecuniary loss is not essential to recovery, i.e., dependency
on deceased need not be shown.

South Dakota

Code, 1939, c. 37 2201, 2202, 2203, 2204. SlO,OOO limitation.
Jury may award damages which they regard as proportionate to pecu-

niary injuries.

61 S. D. 323 {1932). Measure of damages is reasonable expectation
of pecuniary advantages to those entitled to recover.

S. D. 372 {1920). Exemplary damages were awarded by jury in
addition to $lO,OOO maximum compensation under Statute, making total
more than $lO,OOO and were upheld by Court on ground defendant
acted from malice in causing decedent’s death. Note: Exemplary dam-
ages by Judicial decision in excess of statutory limit

Tennessee

M Heine’s Code Annotated, 1938, §

66 Tenn. 239 {1874). Exemplary damages of fraud, malice, gross
negligence or oppression. The damages are divided into what deceased
suffered before he died and pecuniary loss to widow, children and next
of kin caused by his death. 3 Civ. App. 522 (1912).
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Texa.

Vernon’s Texas Statutes {Annotated): Revised Civil Statutes ( 1936), Art.
4671-4678.

4677. • Jury may give such damages as they think proportionate to
injury resulting from the death.

4673. Exemplary damages (as well as actual damages) may be
awarded where death has been caused by willful act or omission or gross
negligence of defendant.

99 Tex. 38 {1906). Damages recoverable include only such pecuniary
benefits as plaintiff had reasonable expectation of receiving from de-
ceased had he lived.

Utah

Code of Civil Procedure. Revised Statutes, 1933 104-3-10-11. “Dam-
ages may be given as under all the circumstances may be just.” “Just”
has a very broad interpretation in this State. Fundamentally the meas-
ure of damages is pecuniary loss to survivors. 57 Utah, 566 (1921).

Vermont

Pub. Lairs 1933, c. 132, §§ 3869, 2860 {1661). Court or jury before
whom issue is tried may give such damages as are just with reference to
pecuniary injuries resulting from such death.

70 Vt. 609, 516 et seq. {1898). “The damages are assessed with refer-
ence to the pecuniary injury resulting. .

.

.”

Virginia

Code: 1936, Ann., § 5787. Jury may award such damages as may
seem to it fair and just. $lO,OOO limit

123 Va. 781 {1918). “The jury are instructed that if they find for the
plaintiff, in ascertaining the damages that the plaintiff is entitled to
recover they shall find the same with reference, first, to the pecuniary
loss sustained, second, the probability of life, third, compensation for
the loss of his care, attention and society, and fourth, such further sums
fair and just by way of solace and comfort

Washington

Remington’s Revised Statutes {Annotated) {1932), Sect. 183. Just dam-
ges is measure. This includes in general pecuniary loss. 144 Wash.

440 (1927)

West Virgin

Code, 1937, § 6475. $lO,OOO limit. Practically the same as the Vir-
ginia statute.

IT. Va. 675 {1895). Jury determination of this question being
absolute and exclusive as to what damages are fair and just.
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n
Statutes Cmi), sects. 331.03, .04, .031. $12,500 limit, plus $2 500extra. ’

Jury may glve such damages as they may deem fair and just in refer-ence to the pecuniary injury resulting from death to relatives specifiednot exceeding $12,500, plus an additional amount not exceeding |2 500for loss of society and companionship.
165 Wis. 515 (1917). Measure of damages limited to the measure ofpecuniary benefits.

Wyoming.
Revised Statutes (1931). Wrongdoers shall be liable for damages.Pecuniary loss.

yo. 298 (1931). The jury, in fixing damages for wrongful deathmay consider among other proper factors, deceased’s age, habits andearnings Mental suffering of survivors is not an element of damagerecoverable. °

United StaU
Employer’s Liability Act, April 22, 1908, c. 149, 35 Stat. 65: April 51910, c. 143,36 Stat. 291. Damages resulting pecuniary loss —anddamage sustained by relatives of decedent. 227 U. S. 59.Life expectancy and earning capacity. No limitation.
Michigan R.R. v. Vreeland, 227 U S

ages is pecuniary loss to beneficiaries as
69 (1912). The measure of dam-
under Lord Campbell’s Act.

Engle
Lord Campbell’s Act, 9 & 10 Viet.,

damages as they may think proporti
I846). Jury may give such

ate to the injury resulting from
benefit action is brought. No

such death to the part
limitation.
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Three.

An Act changing the method of assessing damages in

ACTIONS FOR DEATH.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same,
as follows:

1 Section 1. Chapter two hundred and twenty-nine
2 of the General Laws, as variously amended, is hereby
3 further amended by striking out sections one through
4 twelve, inclusive, and inserting in place thereof the fol-

6 Section 1. If the life of a person is lost by reason of
7 a defect or want of repair of, or a want of a sufficient
8 railing in or upon, a way, causeway or bridge, the county,

city, town or person by law obliged to repair the same
10 shall, if it or he had previous reasonable notice of the
11 defect or want of repair or want of railing, be liable in
12 damages not exceeding one thousand dollars, to be
13 assessed solely with reference to the pecuniary loss sus-
14 tained by the parties entitled to benefit hereunder and
15 recovered in an action of tort by the executor or ad-

Appendix D.

PROPOSED LEGISLATION.

C&e Commontoealtl) of Massachusetts

lowing six section;

16 ministrator of the deceased person, to be distributed
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17 one half to the surviving wife or husband and one half
18 to the dependent children of the deceased, or, if there
19 are no dependent children, to the surviving wife or
20 husband, or, if there is no surviving wife or husband, to
21 the next of kin, free of any debts or liabilities of the
22 deceased, after first paying the reasonable costs and ex-
-23 penses of suit.
24 Section 2. A person other than a county, city or
25 town, who by his negligence or by his willful, wanton or
26 reckless act, or by the negligence or willful, wanton or
27 reckless act of his agents or servants while engaged in
28 his business, causes the death of a person in the exercise
29 of due care, shall be liable in damages in the sum of not
30 more than ten thousand dollars, to be assessed solely
31 with reference to the pecuniary loss sustained by the
32 parties entitled to benefit hereunder and recovered in
33 an action of tort by the executor or administrator of
34 the deceased person, to' be distributed one half to the
35 surviving wife or husband and one half to the dependent
36 children of the deceased, or, if there are no dependent
37 children, to the surviving wife or husband, or, if there is
38 no surviving wife or husband, to the next of kin, free of
39 any debts or liabilities of the deceased, after first paying
40 the reasonable costs and expenses of suit. Except as
41 otherwise provided in chapter one hundred and fifty-
-42 two, this section shall be construed to include liability
43 of an employer for the death of an employee in every
44 case where such employer would have been liable for
45 the injury had it not resulted in death.
46 Section 3. In any action brought under section two
47 or section five the executor or administrator may recover
48 in a separate count reasonable funeral and burial ex-
-49 penses to be distributed to the person or persons paying
50 the same or incurring liability therefor.
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51 Section 4- In any action brought under section two
52 or section five the executor or administrator may recover
53 in a separate count any damages resulting from the same
54 injury which he could have recovered in a separate
55 action.
56 Section 5. The causing of death under such cir-
-57 cumstances as would create liability under section one
58 or section two on the part of a person, if alive at the
59 time of such death, shall create a like liability on his
60 part if such death occurs after his own death, and such
61 liability may be enforced against the executor or ad-
-62 ministrator of his estate, subject to all provisions of law
63 otherwise applicable.
64 Section 6. In any action in which a verdict is given
65 or a finding made for pecuniary damages for the death,
66 there shall be added to the amount of the damages for
67 the death interest thereon from the date of the verdict,
68 even though such interest brings the amount of the
69 finding or judgment beyond the maximum liability
70 imposed by law.

1 Section 2. Section six of chapter one hundred and
2 fifty-three of the General Laws, as most recently amended
3 by chapter three hundred and eighty-seven of the acts
4 of nineteen hundred and thirty-five, is hereby further
5 amended by striking out in the second and third lines
6 the words, “four or seven,” and inserting in place
7 thereof the word: two, so as to read as follows:
8 Section 6. No action for the recovery of damages for
9 injury under section one of this chapter or for death

10 under section two of chapter two hundred and twenty-
-11 nine shall be maintained unless notice of the time, place
12 and cause of the injury is given to the employer within
13 sixty days, and the action is commenced within one
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14 year, after the accident which causes the injury or death.
writing, signed by the person
in his behalf. If the person

15 Such notice shall be in
16 injured or by a person
17 injured dies within the
18 notice, his executor or
19 notice within sixty days
20 such case the action may

time required for giving the
administrator may give such
after his appointment; and in
be begun within one year after

21 the appointment of such executor or administrator. If
22 from physical or mental in capacity it is impossible for the

3 notice within the time pro-
may give it within ten days
been removed, and if he dies

23 person injured to give th
24 vided in this section, he
25 after such incapacity has
26 within said ten days his xecutor or admimstrator may

sixty days after his appoint-27 give such notice within
28 ment. If the employer <

after his appoint-
without .such notice having

been given and before th ; time for giving such notice
y be given to his executor or30 has elapsed, the notice n

31 administrator, and tl me within which the notice
provided shall run from the
cutor or administrator. A
‘lion shall not be held invalid

>e given as herein
33 appointment of the

tice given under tl
or insufficient solely 1 n of an inaccuracy in

36 stating the time, place or cause of the injury if it be
37 shown that there was no intention to mislead, and that
38 the employer was not in fact misled thereby. If the
39 employer dies without such action having been brought
40 and before the time for bringing the action has elapsed,
41 the action may be begun against his executor or ad-
-42 ministrator not less than six months and not more than
43 one year after the executor or administrator has given
44 bond for the performance of this trust. Any form of
45 written communication signed by the person so injured,
46 or by some person in his behalf or by his executor or
47 administrator, containing the information that the
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48 person was so injured, giving the time, place and cause
49 of the injury or death, shall be considered a sufficient
50 notice. Want of notice as required by this section shall
51 not bar proceedings if it is shown that the employer, or
52 any agent of the employer exercising superintendence,
53 had knowledge of the injury, or if it is found as a fact
54 that the employer was not prejudiced by such want of
55 notice.

1 Section 3. Section sixty-eight of chapter one hun-
-2 dred and fifty-two of the General Laws, as appearing
3 in the Tercentenary Edition, is hereby amended by
4 striking out in the second line the words, “sections four
5 and seven to ten, inclusive,” and inserting in place
6 thereof the words; section two, —so as to read as
7 follows; Section 68. Chapter one hundred and fifty-
-8 three and section two of chapter two hundred and
9 twenty-nine shall not apply to employees of an insured

10 person, nor to laborers, workmen or mechancis employed
11 by any county, city, town or district subject to sections
12 sixty-nine to seventy-five, inclusive, while this chapter
13 is in effect.

1 Section 4. Section four of chapter two hundred
2 and sixty of the General Laws as most recently amended
3 by chapter three hundred and eighty-five of the acts of
4 nineteen hundred and thirty-seven is hereby further
5 amended by inserting in the twelfth line after the word,
6 “libel,” the words: and actions for death under
7 chapter two hundred and twenty-nine, so as to read
8 as follows: Section 4- Actions for assault and battery,
9 false imprisonment, slander, actions against sheriffs,

10 deputy sheriffs, constables or assignees in insolvency
11 for the taking or conversion of personal property, actions
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12 of tort for injuries to the person against counties, cities
13 and towns, and actions of contract or tort for mal-
-14 practice, error or mistake against physicians, surgeons,
15 dentists, optometrists, hospitals and sanitaria, hair-
-16 dressers, operators and shops registered under sections
17 eighty-seven T to eighty-seven JJ, inclusive, of chapter
18 one hundred and twelve, shall be commenced only
19 within two years next after the cause of action accrues;
20 and actions for libel and actions for death under chapter
21 two hundred and twenty-nine and actions of tort for
22 bodily injuries or for death the payment of judgments in
23 which is required to be secured by chapter ninety and
24 also actions of tort for bodily injuries or for death or
25 for damage to property against officers and employees
26 of the commonwealth, of the metropolitan district
27 commission, and of any county, city or town, arising
28 out of the operation of motor or other vehicles owned
29 by the commonwealth, including those under the con-
-30 trol of said commission, or by any such county, city or
31 town, suits by judgment creditors in such actions of
32 tort under section one hundred and thirteen of chapter
33 one hundred and seventy-five and clause (10) of section
34 three of chapter two hundred and fourteen and suits on
35 motor vehicle liability bonds under section thirty-four G
36 of said chapter ninety shall be commenced only within
37 one year next after the cause of action accrues.

1 Section 5. Section ten of chapter two hundred
2 and sixty of the General Laws as most recently amended
3 by chapter four hundred and six of the acts of nineteen
4 hundred and thirty-seven is hereby further amended
5 by striking out in the first sentence the word, “survives,”
6 and inserting in place thereof the words; either by
7 law survives, or arises under chapter two hundred and
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8 twenty-nine, and by striking out in the second sentence
9 the words, “the payment of the judgment in which is

10 required to be secured by chapter ninety,” and inserting
11 in place thereof the words; under chapter two hundred
12 and twenty-nine, so as to read as follows: Section
13 10. If a person entitled to bring or liable to any action
14 before mentioned dies before the expiration of the time
15 hereinbefore limited, or within thirty days after the
16 expiration of said time, and the cause of action either
17 by law survives, or arises under chapter two hundred
18 and twenty-nine, the action may be commenced by
19 the executor or administrator at any time within the

20 period within which the deceased might have brought
21 the action or within two years after his giving bond
22 for the discharge of his trust and against the executor
23 or administrator in accordance with the limitations
24 provided by chapter one hundred and ninety-seven,
25 relative to the limitation of actions against the executor
26 or administrator by creditors of the deceased. If a
27 person, liable to an action for death under chapter two
28 hundred and twenty-nine dies before the expiration of
29 the time limited in section four, or within thirty days
30 after the expiration of said time, the action may be
31 commenced against the executor or administrator subject
32 to the pertinent limitations in chapter one hundred and
33 ninety-seven, relative to the limitation of actions against
34 the executor or administrator by creditors of the deceased.

1 Section 6. This act shall take effect on September
2 first, nineteen hundred and forty-three and shall apply
3 only to deaths occurring on or after that date.




